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New on the Shelves

"New on the Shelves" is a list of recent additions to the collections of the State Historical Society of Iowa. It includes manuscripts, audio-visual, and government records recently acquired or newly processed that we think might be of particular interest to the readers of the Annals of Iowa. The list also includes published materials added to either library that are not reviewed elsewhere in some issue of the Annals. The "DM" or "IC" at the end of each entry denotes whether the item is held in Des Moines or Iowa City.

Manuscripts

Fiegenbaum, Friedrich Wilhelm. Reminiscences of a circuit rider and resident minister for the German Methodist church in Iowa and surrounding states, 1850s–1890s. 12 pp. DM.

Houser, Lydia. Correspondence, 1863–1864. ½ ft. Letters to Lydia Houser (Peru, Indiana) from family members living in Albia, Iowa. Correspondents include the wife of a Civil War soldier imprisoned at Andersonville. DM.


Plymat, William. Correspondence and subject files, 1920s–1980s. 8 ft. Material concerning William Plymat's role as cofounder of the Preferred Risk Insurance Company (Des Moines). Papers also contain material related to Plymat's work as an attorney, temperance activist, and Iowa legislator, as well as his unpublished manuscript for a book on legal issues in product advertising and marketing. DM.

Audio-Visual

Colby Motor Company. 59 black-and-white photographs, 1911–1914. Photos related to this Mason City automobile manufacturer, including interior and exterior views of the plant, images of various automobile models, and photos taken during a cross-country auto race the company competed in. DM.

Kenyon, William S. 4 black-and-white photographs, ca. 1924–1928. Portraits of the U.S. Senator. DM.

Terrace Hill. 16mm color film, 350 ft., 1971. Motion picture film produced by WHO Television (Des Moines) showing ceremony on August 24, 1971, at
which Terrace Hill was presented to the State of Iowa for use as the governor's mansion. DM.

Terrace Hill. 12 black-and-white photographs, 1913. Views of the Des Moines mansion while it was owned by Frederick M. Hubbell. DM.

Published Materials


The Day the Music Died: The Last Tour of Buddy Holly, the Big Bopper, and Ritchie Valens, by Larry Lehmer. New York: Schirmer Books, 1997. xvi, 272 pp. IC.


New on the Shelves


History of the Department of Orthodontics at the University of Iowa, by Nellie W. Kremenak and Samir E. Bishara. Iowa City: University of Iowa, 1987. 151 pp. IC.


In Old Grinnell, by Dorothy W. Pinder. Grinnell: Herald-Register Publishing Co., 1995. 91 pp. IC.

The Indian Tribes of the Upper Mississippi Valley and Region of the Great Lakes, edited by Emma Helen Blair. 1911. Reprint. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1996. 2 vols. in 1. IC.


Iowans Who Made a Difference: 150 Years of Agricultural Progress, by Don Muhm and Virginia Wadsley. West Des Moines: Iowa Farm Bureau Federation, 1996. xvi, 367 pp. IC.

Journey to Zion: Voices from the Mormon Trail, by Carol Cornwall Madsen. Salt Lake City: Deseret Book Co., 1997. xvii, 750 pp. IC.


New Dawns: A 150-Year Look at Human Rights at the University of Iowa, by Philip G. Hubbard. Iowa City: Sesquicentennial Committee, University of Iowa, 1996. xvii, 210 pp. IC.

On Iowa: Essays about the University of Iowa in Celebration of the Sesquicentennial, by Irving Weber. Iowa City: University of Iowa, 1996. 115 pp. IC.

On Stage/Off Stage: The Iowa City Community Theatre’s First Forty Years, by Mary Ellen Chudacek et al. Iowa City: Rudi Publications, 1995. 206 pp. IC.


"Reading on the Middle Border: The Culture of Print in Osage, Iowa, 1870 to 1900," by Christine Jane Pawley. Ph.D. diss., University of Wisconsin–Madison, 1996. 376 pp. IC.

Seasons of Change: Reflections upon 75 Years of Service to Iowa [history of Associated General Contractors of Iowa]. Des Moines: AGC of Iowa, 1997. 106 pp. IC.


Thanks, Tabor, for the Memories, by Sidney Newlon. Council Bluffs: Midwest Printing Co., 1990. 111 pp. IC.

A Walk through the Past of Wright County, Iowa: A Pictorial History. Marceline, MO: Heritage House, 1996. 128 pp. IC.
